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BUT TECHNOLOGY RAISES PRIVACY CONCERNS
  Get ready to say good riddance to the checkout line. A year 
after Amazon opened its first cashier-less store, startups 
and retailers are racing to get similar technology in stores 
throughout the world, letting shoppers buy groceries without 
waiting in line, the Associated Press reports.
  If they work, cashier-less stores will not only 
save time but maybe money too, for both 
cost-cutting merchants and customers whose 
shopping habits are dissected.
  From cameras and sensors, the stores will 
know when shoppers pick up a product and 
put it down, and can send them a discount 
to tempt them to buy it. Merchants will be 
able to create more space for merchandise, 
better track when shelves need replenishing and draw more 
business from the hordes of customers who detest long lines.
  But the monitoring system underlying cashier-less 
technology is bound to raise new privacy issues and worries 
about customer data falling into the wrong hands, especially 
if stores deploy facial recognition software in the omnipresent 
cameras watching shoppers.
  “It could be scary, and it could be creepy,” says Peter 
Trepp, CEO of FaceFirst, a Los Angeles company that so 
far has only sold its facial recognition tools to retailers trying 
to identify shoplifters and other criminals. “But if it’s used to 
give people a 30 percent coupon on something they want, 
that is going to be a nice benefit. That kind of experience will 
help people embrace the technology.”
  Amazon has a head start in the U.S., opening 10 Amazon Go 
convenience stores in three cities: Chicago, San Francisco 
and Seattle. The stores sell salads and sandwiches for lunch, 
everyday items like toilet paper and Advil, and groceries 
such as Cheerios and ground beef.
  Several startups are pitching technology to retailers who 
want to create Amazon Go-like stores of their own. “Once a 
few big retail chains begin to deploy this technology, it’s going 
to snowball and we will see more and more of them doing it,” 
says Michael Suswal, co-founder of Standard Cognition, 
another cashier-less technology startup.
  So far, companies working on the technology are finding 
ways to do without facial recognition. Their systems rely 
on cameras for identifying objects rather than people. Like 
Amazon, they rely on tailored smartphone apps to identify 
who is entering the store and to process the sale for whatever 
products are taken.
  The biggest U.S. retailers are also trying to speed up the 
shopping process. Sam’s Club, the warehouse-style club 
owned by Walmart, opened a test store in Dallas that has no 
cashiers. 7-Eleven is testing something similar at 14 stores 
in Dallas.
  “Within five years, I think just about everyone will have 
experienced what autonomous checkout is like,” Suswal 
says. “And within 10 years, regular checkout stands will be 
very rare.”

RETAILERS SHOP FOR WAYS TO LOSE CHECKOUT LINES
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Pickup trucks that cost $50,000 or more were a rarity on 
dealer lots a decade ago. But according to The Wall Street 
Journal, Detroit’s automakers have been steadily yanking 
up truck prices — and finding that buyers will pay up for 
better engines and more frills. Ford, General Motors and 

Fiat Chrysler have in recent years introduced 
trucks at price points well into luxury-vehicle 
territory, offering plusher interiors, more 
powerful engines and premium options like 
massage seats and touch screens the size of 
small TVs. Some trucks are even priced above 
$75,000, making them more expensive than 
certain luxury cars. Last week GM and Fiat 
Chrysler reported fourth-quarter earnings that 

were bolstered by robust U.S. truck sales... Apple iPhone 
sales in China fell 20 percent year-on-year in the fourth 
quarter of 2018, while sales for smartphones made by home-
grown rival Huawei soared by 23 percent, data from industry 
research firm IDC showed yesterday. That reduced Apple’s 
market share to 11.5 percent from 12.9 percent a year earlier, 
IDC said. The report is the first to put a firm number on the 
scale of a recent decline in Apple’s fortunes in the world’s 
second largest economy... Staples continues to bolster its 
service offerings, Chain Store Age reports. The company 
has signed an agreement to acquire DEX Imaging, a leading 
independent document imaging technology dealer in the U.S. 
Terms of the deal were not disclosed. In September, Staples 
agreed to acquire office-supplies company Essendant in 
a deal valued at nearly $1 billion. The deal was completed 
in January, with Essendant becoming a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Staples... One of New York’s landmark retail 
buildings has a new owner. Hudson’s Bay Company has 
closed the sale of its Lord & Taylor flagship on Manhattan’s 
Fifth Avenue building to WeWork Property Investors for 
a total transaction value of $850 million. HBC is retaining a 
$125 million equity stake in the property, which will eventually 
serve as We Work’s (which is rebranding itself as The We 
Company) global headquarters... Restaurant Brands 
International, the parent of Burger King, Tim Hortons 
and Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen, is marching ahead on 
expanding the international presence of all three brands as it 
scouts for sales growth, The Wall Street Journal reports. The 
Toronto-based company has worked to open up restaurants 
or form partnerships with local franchisees across Asia, Latin 
America and Europe. Burger King’s net restaurant count 
globally rose by more than 1,000 last year, giving it a second 
year of more than 6 percent growth... Ranchers, farmers and 
industry groups are trying to slow the momentum of popular 
products like the Impossible Burger, according to The 
New York Times — by defending the definition of the word 
“meat.” According to the report, the animal products lobby is 
moving to convince state lawmakers to implement legislation 
that makes clear that only food derived from animal products 
can use the “meat” label.
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NETWORK NEWS
  The Grammy Awards set another new low in adults 18-
49 while seeing a small increase in total viewers compared 
to 2018, Variety reports. In the time zone adjusted fast 
nationals, the Sunday awards telecast on CBS nabbed a 
5.6 rating in adults 18-49 and 19.9 million viewers. That’s 
compared to a 5.9 rating and 19.8 million viewers the awards 
show drew last year, which was the lowest key demo rating 
the show had ever drawn at that time. The 2019 Grammys 
also drew 12.8 rating in metered market households, 
up ever so slightly from the 12.7 rating the 2018 telecast 
drew. It’s the latest example of live 
awards show ratings fatigue, with recent 
telecasts of the Academy Awards and 
Emmys all seeing serious declines. The 
2018 Grammys opened to a 5.4 rating 
in adults 18-49 and 17.6 million viewers 
before adjusting up to a 5.9 rating and 
19.8 million viewers. That was down 
approximately 24 percent in both 
measures from the 2017 Grammys... 
Former Suburgatory star Jane Levy 
is set as the lead of NBC’s Zoey’s 
Extraordinary Playlist musical dramedy pilot. It follows a 
whip-smart but socially awkward girl in her late 20s (Levy) 
who is suddenly able to hear the innermost thoughts of 
people around her as songs and even big musical numbers 
that they perform just for her. With this new ability at her 
disposal, she’s able to use her “gift” to not only help herself 
understand people in her life, but also to help others around 
her... Deadline reports that Law & Order alumna Alana 
de la Garza has been tapped as a lead opposite Julian 
McMahon and Keisha Castle-Hughes in FBI: Most 
Wanted, the planted spinoff of Dick Wolf’s freshman CBS 
drama series FBI. The spinoff has a series commitment, 
making an episodic pickup for next season likely... Lucy 
Liu has been tapped to star in CBS All Access’ upcoming 
darkly comedic drama Why Women Kill. The show details 
the lives of three women living in three different decades: a 
housewife in the ‘60s, a socialite in the ‘80s and a lawyer 
in 2018, each dealing with infidelity in their marriages. The 
series examines how the roles of women have changed, but 
how their reaction to betrayal has not.

JANUARY C3 RATINGS: WEAK START TO 2019
  January was yet another abysmal month for linear 
broadcast and cable ratings as Adult 18-49 viewership again 
declined by double digits, a MoffettNathanson analysis of 
Nielsen data finds. Adding it all up, it says January P18-
49 C3 viewership was down 14 percent in both primetime 
and total day. Broadcast declined 13 percent in primetime 
and 9 percent in total day, while cable fell by 14 percent in 
primetime and 17 percent in total day.
  For broadcast, CBS led the group, down 2 percent, thanks 
to the AFC Championship game. On the other hand, Fox, 
which had the primetime conference championship last 
year, was down 16 percent. ABC was down 12 percent, 
while NBC declined 20 percent.
  AMC Networks (flat) led the cable groups in primetime 
ratings, thanks to strength on its non-flagship networks. All 
other cable portfolios were down double digits, with Fox 
(-27%) and Turner (-21%) trailing the group.
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Conan O’Brien

There’s nothing more 
embarrassing than having 

to ask the person in the 
stall next to you if they 
have a phone charger.

AVAILS
  WESH 2, the Hearst Television NBC affiliate in Orlando, 
Fla., has an immediate opening for an experienced Sales 
Professional. If you are motivated by great compensation, 
an excellent suite of product offerings and the tools to be 
successful, look no further. We provide the resources for 
powerful marketing solutions, you provide client focus and 
desire to win. Come join one of the fastest-growing markets 
in the country! CLICK HERE for more information or to 
apply now. EOE.
  Strategic Accounts Sales Manager (Raleigh, N.C.) to 

oversee the WRAL (NBC) and WRAZ 
(FOX) sales teams. Broadcast sales 
experience, new business development 
and leadership experience required.  
All candidates must apply HERE. EOE 
M/F. All Capitol Broadcasting Company 
properties are tobacco free. Capitol 
Broadcasting Company participates in 
E-Verify.
  FOX 5 KVVU, a Meredith Corporation 
TV Station in Las Vegas, is seeking a 
General Sales Manager. The GSM is 

responsible for the overall sales effort and revenue growth, 
maximizing broadcast and digital revenue through effective 
inventory and customer relationship management. The 
GSM will manage, motivate, educate and train Local Sales 
Managers, Account Executives and Creative Services, and 
must maintain a highly visible presence within the national 
and local advertising community. CLICK HERE for more 
details or to apply now. EOE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

NBC, TELEMUNDO EXPAND DEAL WITH NIELSEN
  NBC and Telemundo owned stations and nine NBC Sports 
Regional Networks have added Nielsen Rhiza consumer 
insights sales tools and Nielsen Voter Ratings to enhance 
the way the stations and regional sports networks (RSNs) 
measure their performance, according to a news release 
from Nielsen.
  The added services complement the existing agreement 
between Nielsen and the NBC and Telemundo owned 
stations and RSNs. “We are doubling-down on measurement 
tools to help our clients maximize their investment in our 
stations,” said Frank Comerford, chief revenue officer 
and president of commercial operations, NBCUniversal 
Owned Television Stations. “Nielsen’s consumer and voter 
ratings tools are welcome additions to the already robust 
measurement toolkit we’ve created for our stations, which 
is helping us create a clear snapshot of the value and reach 
our NBC and Telemundo stations have with advertisers and 
consumers, unlike any other TV group in the country.”
  Nielsen’s Rhiza consumer insights sales tools allow local 
TV sales and researchers to explore and visualize their 
data and insights in a granular way, providing automotive 
registration by the dealer, make and model.
  The voter ratings cross-platform tool provides TV and 
audio voter rating data to stations on a monthly basis, 
offering scale, coverage and complete representation of all 
voter and viewer types, including broadcast only and over-
the-top homes.

https://hearst.referrals.selectminds.com/television/jobs/sales-account-associate-entry-level-4216
http://jobs.jobvite.com/careers/capitolbroadcastingcompany/job/onpI8fwm/apply?__jvst=Job+Board&__jvsd=SpotsNDots
https://www.meredith.com/viewjobopenings
https://www.spotsndots.com/site/forms/online_services/classified_ad/
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NIELSEN NARROWS LIST OF PE BIDDERS
  A private equity consortium led by Blackstone Group and 
Hellman & Friedman and a group that includes Advent 
International and Goldman Sachs Group’s buyout arm 
have advanced to the second round of bidding for Nielsen, 
people familiar with the matter tell Reuters.
  Nielsen said in September it would expand a review of 
strategic alternatives to include a sale of the entire television 
ratings company after coming under pressure to do so from 
hedge fund Elliott Management, which in August reported it 
owned up to 8.4 percent of the company’s shares.

  Private equity firms Apollo Global 
Management and Bain Capital also 
went to the next round of bidding in the 
Nielsen auction, which is expected to be 
completed by March, the sources said.
  “The Nielsen strategic review includes 
a broad range of options, including 
continuing to operate as a public, 
independent company, a separation of 
either Nielsen’s buy or watch segment, or 
a sale of the company,” a spokeswoman 
said in a statement.

THIS AND THAT
  Google is reportedly building a team to design a smartwatch, 
based on a job listing issued by the company for a vice 
president of hardware engineering. To expand its wearable 
offerings, Google may focus on creating an internal team 
rather than acquiring a company, according to VentureBeat... 
Points North Group reports that influencers’ fake followers 
cost marketers more than $100 million in pointless payments 
last year. MediaPost says some brands, such as Dove, 
Zappos and Raw Sugar Living, were hit much worse than 
others... TurboTax, Audi and Google achieved the highest 
audience acquisition scores across YouTube, Twitter, 
Instagram and Facebook for their Super Bowl campaigns, 
according to ListenFirst Media. TurboTax’s “RoboChild” 
spot achieved the most views on YouTube, at 17.3 million, 
and drove almost 19,000 new YouTube subscribers.
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Funny Tweeter

I got a new stove today 
and then ordered a pizza 
because I don’t want to 
ruin it by getting it dirty 

or anything.

SUNDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

VALENTINE’S DAY ISN’T GETTING AS MUCH LOVE
  The bloom is off the rose for many couples this Valentine’s 
Day, MarketWatch reports. While more than 60 percent of 
American adults planned to celebrate the romantic holiday 
a decade ago, today only about half (51%) expect to treat 
their sweethearts or themselves, according to the National 
Retail Federation’s latest Valentine’s Day spending report. 
And the number of shoppers showing the holiday some love 
has been trending downward for 12 years.
  This aligns with a recent Swagbucks report that found 
most surveyed Americans (87%) admit that Valentine’s Day 
is not the time when they spend the most 
money on their significant other. In fact, 
47 percent plan to cap their Valentine’s 
spending at $99, and 51 percent don’t 
expect their partner to drop more than 
$99 on them, either.
  Shoppers expressed similar sentiments 
to the NRF last year. “We did some 
surveying to understand why people might 
choose not to participate,” Katherine 
Cullen, the NRF director of industry and 
consumer insights, told Moneyish. “And 
three overwhelming reasons were that there was a sense of 
feeling among some consumers that Valentine’s Day is over-
commercialized; people also tend not to participate if they 
do not have a significant other; and then they just weren’t 
interested anymore.”
  It should be noted that while fewer people claim to be 
celebrating Valentine’s Day, the NRF reports that Americans 
are actually expected to spend a record $20.7 billion overall 
this year, and $161.96 apiece, which is a 13 percent increase 
from the $143.56 each shopper spent last year.

IS RETAIL READY FOR ONLINE GROCERY BOOM?
  Online grocery is set to boom, whether retailers are prepared 
or not, Chain Store Age says. It cites a study of the U.S. 
online grocery industry from Israeli AI/robotics technology 
provider Commonsense Robotics, which says curbside 
pickup and online delivery both saw significant growth in 
2018.
  Rollout of curbside pickup locations by major U.S. retailers 
rose 230 percent during 2018. By the end of the year, curbside 
pickup was available in 45 percent of Walmart stores, 58 
percent of Kroger, 56 percent of Target, 30 percent of Ahold 
Delhaize and 21.7 percent of Albertsons.
  In addition, Commonsense Robotics’ analysis shows 
Instacart’s partnership with more than 300 grocery retailers 
in the U.S. made same-day grocery delivery available to 80 
percent of U.S. households by the end of 2018.
  Commonsense Robotics determined the average industry 
estimate for online grocery growth from 2017 to 2018 was 
35 percent, which would bring 2018 online grocery sales 
to an estimated $24 billion, representing 3 percent of the 
$800 billion total grocery market in 2018. If this growth rate 
continues, which the study says is likely given that online 
grocery is still in its early stages, the online share of U.S. 
grocery sales would more than triple from the current 3 
percent to more than 10 percent by 2023.
  Despite this projection, the study finds a majority of retailers 
do not believe online grocery penetration will exceed 10 
percent and aren’t properly planning for potential growth.

https://nrf.com/insights/holiday-and-seasonal-trends/valentines-day

